Guest editorial

Practical wisdom for management from the Buddhist and Indian traditions

On life's journey faith is nourishment, virtuous deeds are a shelter, wisdom is the light by day and right mindfulness is the protection by night. Buddha

Introduction

After the global and financial crisis, inside of the business education community, self-critical reflections emerged regarding its role in equipping students for leadership. Scholars examined, for example the influence of management education in society (Gioia, 2002), concluding that management education is based on unsound theories (Ghoshal, 2005), that business schools have lost their way (Bennis and O’Toole, 2005) or even that business schools could be considered indirectly responsible for corporate crimes (Swanson and Frederick, 2003).

Institutional frameworks, sound governance structures and financial incentives, which have been dominantly proposed by scientific authors, may be perceived as an institutional safeguards against falling below minimum ethical standards. However, imposing more rules, penalties and regulations also comes at a cost as it increases transaction costs and induces sanction-abiding behavior. Simultaneously, focussing primarily on incentives has also created unintended consequences because it enhances self-interest instead of a common good orientation (Frey, 1994; Frey and Jegen, 2001; Schwarz and Sharpe, 2011). Complementary to these measures, the business education community is increasingly interested in spirituality, religion and the practice of virtues in the workplace. Currently, international accreditation agencies such as EFMD, AACSB, AMBA and NEASC are reviewing their standards to include concepts such as ethics, sustainability, integrity and corporate social responsibility. Even business schools themselves have responded by adding courses in ethics, sustainability and corporate social responsibility to their curriculum. However, those developments do face obvious limitations; courses exclusively dedicated to ethics may detach moral thinking from the core of other business courses. Therefore, stand-alone courses in...
business ethics may not make business students become more ethical. Ethical concepts have to become integrated within the constitutive tissue of every business course.

An alternative approach to address the shortcomings of current business education is the renewed emphasis on spirituality and religion. The workplace is not solely an engineering arena, and people do not switch off their spiritual values and virtues they abide by when they go to work. Mitroff and Denton (1999) have found that employees who are more spiritual behave more ethically. Where external control mechanisms such as rules, and extrinsic motivators such as financial incentives have failed, a focus on remoralizing the workplace via a return to virtue and religion is now getting traction (Bachmann, 2014). This new direction coupled with an emphasis on practical wisdom, i.e. a basic understanding of what is right under the appropriate circumstances, may provide a potential answer to our past economic and financial ills.

During the last years the literature on practical wisdom has increased; recently the academy of management learning and education featured a collection of scholarly documents dedicated to the research on practical wisdom, (McKenna et al., 2013). In the series of the Journal of Management Development special issues, then, we shed light on different religious and spiritual traditions as the cultural pillar for practical wisdom in management (Bachmann et al., 2014). This project began in 2009 and has dedicated special issues to several religious traditions. The first special issue was dedicated to the Christian tradition (Naughton et al., 2010), the second special issue of the series was dedicated to the Chinese classical traditions (Bettignies et al., 2011), following a special issue focussed on the Jewish tradition appeared (Kletz et al., 2012), followed by a special issue on the Islamic tradition (El Garah et al., 2012). The double special issue we are introducing with this paper is dedicated to the Buddhist and the Indian religious, spiritual and philosophical traditions.

**Practical wisdom for management from the Buddhist spiritual and philosophical traditions**

As of 2010, there were about 488 million adherents to Buddhism representing 7 percent of the world’s population (Pew Research Center, 2012, p. 31). The majority of Buddhist lives in the Asia-Pacific region (nearly 99 percent) the place where this religion began. Buddhism represent therefore one of the major religious, spiritual and philosophical traditions in the globe. The papers gathered in this special issue are only a selection of the contributions presented during the conference “Practical Wisdom for Management and Economics from the Buddhist Spiritual and Religious Traditions” held at Thammasat Business School in Bangkok (Thailand) in November 2012.

The underlying principles of all papers collected in this special issue are from the basic tenets of Buddhism. Some papers may be a little difficult to read because of the religious jargons. However, when these terms are understood, at the practical level, the reader can see that Buddhist practical wisdom – defined as the pragmatic, context dependent and ethics-oriented knowledge focussed on value-based judgment – shares a lot of commonalities with other spiritual traditions. The fact that Buddhism is widely viewed as a philosophy may help in getting it into practice more easily in non-religious fashion.

These papers attempt to show that Buddhist economics, which focusses on “converting the insatiable to satiable desires”, can become the basis of the new economic enlightenment. Buddhist values - such as ethical foundations and moral precepts - can be used to define value and purpose of business and management practice that “do well by doing good” with tolerance, compassion, kindness and
non-harm and taking the triple bottom line: people, planet and profit into consideration.

This approach necessitates business and management education to emphasize ethical
and moral business decisions and actions. In practice, Buddhism requires management
to be more aware and mindful of societal and environmental consequences of those
decisions. The old notion: “the only business of business is to seek profit,” is not
sufficient for the desired happy and sustainable future of both individuals and
societies.

Society is more willing now to embrace the practical wisdom of various traditions.
The challenge here is to move away from present business environment based on
a “rational economic man” assumption and management principles and practices
based on fulfilling “self-interest.” The question is how to apply practical wisdom
toward this end? Each of the authors in this issue demonstrates that Buddhist practical
wisdom can indeed be applied to management development and business practices
in general. In these papers, Buddhist practical wisdom intersects with a variety of
other topics including: managing consumer society, global leadership with the “right”
view, management practice, managing sustainable enterprises, synthesis with
ecological economics, management training, decision-making process, new economic
system fundamentals and management development.

The eight papers gathered in this collection are divers, some of them have been
written for readers who are not familiar with Buddhism and others build on ongoing
academic discussions that link Buddhism with management and economics. The
opening paper of this collection titled “The Contribution of Buddhist Wisdom to
Management Development” by Laurens van den Muyzenberg, presents selected
Buddhist concepts and their application as instruments of practical wisdom for
management. The author considers the logic and rationality of those Buddhist
concepts and contrasts them with the experiences of Buddhist business leaders in
Taiwan and Thailand.

Remarkable is that the Buddhist wisdom concepts selected for the analysis done
on this paper are based on conversations and exchanges between the author and the
14 Dalai Lama (Tenzin Gyatso) and with P.A. Payutto, a monk and abbot of the
Nyanavesakavan temple and a recognized Buddhist scholar. The Buddhist wisdom
presented in this paper emphasizes the importance of rational and emotional
awareness for management as an instrument to enhance the performance and to avoid
the influence of negative emotions such as excessive self-interest and unwillingness to
face reality.

The second paper of this collection: “The Theoretical Foundation of Buddhist
Management Practices” by Gábor Kovács explores the possible applications of Buddha
teachings in the field of economics as a foundation of a Buddhist management practice.
This paper provides a theoretical base on which an alternative approach of Buddhist
management practice can be built. The most important questions raised in this paper
are: how to integrate Buddhist spiritual experiences into daily management practices,
and what are the core values by which it is feasible? To answer these questions, the
author suggests comprehension as departing point. Therefore he emphasizes the
ability of managers to reflect upon practical issues, employing, for example Buddhist
meditation techniques. Wisdom, considered in this paper as the consequence of
meditations, contributes to a holistic problem solving capable of transcending bounded
rationality, improving innovation and efficiency.

The following paper titled “Buddhism and decision making at individual, group
and organizational levels” by Priyanka Vallabh and Manish Singhal explores how
Buddhist practical wisdom can be applied to the decision-making process in management. They use the Buddhist Law of Dependent Origination to analyze how the understanding of this law is reflected in behavior in different roles and have consequences at the decision-making level. At the individual level authors suggest that mindfulness can regulate stress and therefore help in information processing, for individuals in the role of team members the law of dependent origination can be recognized in organizational citizenship behavior that encourages the sharing of information and facilitates group cohesion, coordination and cooperation.

The next paper by Geoffrey Bamford is titled “Right speech as a basis for management training,” he reports on his experience on cross-cultural communication skills training and presents a process – grounded in Buddhist practical wisdom – to train managers to negotiate effectively. He presents how through the application of certain heuristics, or rules-of-thumb for addressing contentious points in a negotiation, managers can overcome some cognitive constrains in negotiation processes. He applies mindfulness to communication strategies and highlights the necessity of recognize non-instrumental goals in management that improve not only ethical behavior but also effectiveness in negotiations processes.

The next paper of the collection: “Adam Smith as Bodhisattva? A metta analysis of global leadership” by Fredric William Świerczek and Dominique Jousse inquires if Adam Smith meets the criteria of being a Bodhisattva, he argue that enlightened self-interest leads to an enhanced understanding of moral conduct and to appropriate actions which are not only ethical but also good, which is one of the features of a practical wise action. For this author, Adam Smith in particular regarding his moral philosophy can be considered a representative of the Bodhisattva ideal but only partially, because the values of trust, empathy, concern for others, fairness and reciprocity that Adam Smith emphasized in his writings certainly can support the right view but not necessarily the right action, this would require certainly more. In this context the author does an analysis of the competencies needed for global leadership and finds as complement to the values proposed by Adam Smith, the value of the eight fold noble path dynamic to achieve the selflessness. He proposes an enlightened leadership that builds on the six perfections: generosity, self-discipline, patience, enthusiastic effort, concentration and wisdom.

The next three papers of the collection are grounded on the research in Buddhist economics. The paper titled: “Practical wisdom for managing sustainable enterprises – synthesizing Buddhism and ecological economics” by Peter L. Daniels argues that Buddhist traditions can contribute to develop healthy economic systems that deliver better levels of well-being, transcending the common measurements done by GDP growth as preeminent socio-economic goal. He proposes that human motives for enhanced well-being and the appropriate evaluation of action are deeply interconnected, i.e. welfare at personal, social and natural environment levels are inextricably tied. For this author Buddhist cosmology allows evaluations of business activity for well-being in a more holistic way. To support his theses he makes use of ecological economics and presents the need of a transdisciplinary scientific approach to knowledge capable to become wisdom in practice.

The paper titled “Buddhist wisdom as a path to a new economic enlightenment” by Kate Stirling identifies some common elements between Buddhism and modern economic theory and also some divergent elements that as consequence generate different paths in economy. The author discusses three particular divergences and its consequences: consumption, work and self-interest. These divergences are based on the
different answers – given from the perspective of modern economic thinking and from a Buddhist perspective – to the main economic problem: the satisfaction of unlimited human wants and desires with scarce resources. Taking in consideration the teachings on selflessness of Buddhism the reader is guided to the divergence of perspectives and the possibilities of an alternative approach.

The final paper of this collection titled “Buddhist economics: A model for managing consumer society” by Gullinee Mutakalin develops more in detail an issue introduced in previous papers: consumption from a Buddhist perspective. The author focus on the idea that Buddhist economics focusses on converting insatiable desires into satiable ones, instead of increasing the amount of goods and services to satiate insatiable wants. This paper analyze this issue form a twofold perspective, from an individual perspective, it suggest that personal development via self-improvement and management should be applied along with cultural jamming, which disturb, disrupt and change the process of consumption. And from a structural perspective, it suggests that business should apply the long-term strategy to reduce wasteful consumption and pursue responsible management strategies.

Practical wisdom for management from the Indian spiritual and philosophical traditions

Indian spiritual and religious traditions are those originated in the Indian subcontinent including Hinduism, Jainism, Sikhism and Buddhism. In 2010 there were about one billion Hindus around the world representing 15 percent of the global population (Pew Research Center, 2012, p. 28). This is the most expanded of the Indian traditions and includes Vaishnavism and Shaivism both organized around the worship of the gods Vishnu and Shiva, respectively.

The papers gathered in this special issue represent only a selection of the numerous contributions presented during the conference “Practical Wisdom for Management from the Indian Traditions” held at the Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode in Kerala (India) in January 2012. The papers address different issues regarding management development including, decision making, leadership, workplace spirituality and microcredit. They also cover different Indian philosophical approaches including Vedic and Yogic philosophy. The eclectic character of this collection shows not only the diversity and the richness of practical wisdom for management from the Indian spiritual and philosophical traditions, but also the exploratory nature of this special issue.

In the opening paper titled “Making wise decision: Lessons from Mahabharata for business leaders”, Prasad L. Kaipa present some leadership stories extracted from the Mahabharata and re-contextualize into contemporary decision-making situations. He identifies three factors that usually block ethical decision making: crisis situations as drivers of decisions, failed recognition and account of biases and attachments and the lacking of developing of discernment. Making use of dilemmas, the author encourages the readers to think about the subtle distinctions of discernment, intuition, instinct and emotion and their role in managerial decision making.

The second paper is titled: “Facilitating workplace spirituality: Lessons from Indian spiritual traditions” by Rupali Pardasani, Radha R. Sharma and Puneet Bindlish. The authors identify in their article five dimensions of workplace spirituality: meaningful work, interconnectedness, transcendence of self, alignment with organizational values and an holistic approach toward growth and development; they suggest that the Indian doctrine of Karma Yoga, Loksangrah, Guna theory, Daivi sampat and Pancha Kosha
can help facilitating the five dimensions. Moreover the authors deduce implications for management development and education in the areas of human resource management, training and development and organizational development.

The paper titled “Vedic learning and management education” by Sharda Nandram presents the Vedic learning perspective as the transformation of the inner self, as a potential didactic instrument for management education in Indian Business Schools. The author emphasize that the current developments on transformational learning can found a fertile ground in Indian managerial environments, because such learning methodology is inherent to Vedic education and therefore it represents an opportunity for Indian management education organizations. Thus, making use of Vedic learning in Indian management education could be considered a matter of practical wisdom.

The following paper is titled: “How to develop spiritual awareness in the organization: Lessons from the Indian Yogic philosophy” by Snehal Shah and Anil Sachdev. The authors of this paper report about an empirical exploratory study that tried to answer the question about how does an organization incorporate spirituality through its various layers – referring here to the layers of Panch-Kosa according to the Vedantic philosophy – making focus on moral values. They inquire if the alignment of human values across cognitive layers of organizations could have an impact on employee-related outcomes. The main contribution of this paper lies in the original conceptualization of alignment between the plan and practice of moral values in the organizations as reflected in systems, processes and procedures.

The final paper of this collection dedicated to the practical wisdom from the Indian traditions entitled “Hinduism and Microcredit” by Arvind Ashta and Mark Hannam presents a case study of a Hindu Micro Finance Institution and evidences the challenges that the contextualization of some Hindu religious teachings to contemporary financial thinking means. They argue that a mix of social idealism and economic realism present in Hinduism represents a welcoming environment for the development of microfinance institutions. They recognize, however, that the practical wisdom of Hindu thought cannot be understood as a one fit all recipe but is context dependent and addresses the specifics of every different circumstance and situation arguing that one characteristic of the practical wisdom of Hindu thought is its plasticity.

Conclusions
The contributions of this double special issue on practical wisdom for management from the Indian and Buddhist spiritual, religious and philosophical traditions cover a wide variety of topics and unite authors from very different contexts. The explorative nature of this effort is quite obvious. From the perspective of the editors, this is probably at the same time the biggest limitation. Limitations result from the simple fact, that from a methodological point of view some basic questions still have to be discussed; these include the relationship between the origins of religious wisdom traditions in a radical different socio-economic context and their adaptability toward the modern complex and globalized economy of our times. The current special issue can be therefore considered only a departing point in a developing research program. This is also the strength of this effort, to open up the discussion about practical wisdom toward the richness of the Indian and Buddhist cultural traditions and their corresponding contributions to management development. The importance of global companies run and managed by Indian and Buddhist practitioners require more understanding on the practical wisdom they are applying in their day-to-day decision-making processes and how are they influencing global economic and
managerial environment. Embracing this challenge is not easy and the editors hope that they have contributed to the development of a research program, which addresses Practical Wisdom in today’s Management from different religious and spiritual traditions.
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